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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, we investigate some uniqueness results for the Vlasov equation with 
elastic-diffusive boundary conditions. As an application, we build the associated semigroup in an L 1 
setting. (~) 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be an open subset of ~:~N with smooth boundary 0D, and define O = gt × R/v, and 
F, _- 0~t x R g. We introduce the outgoing and incoming trace subset F~± -- {(x,v) E ~; 
=hn(x) • v > 0}, where n(x) denotes the unit outward normal vector n the boundary 0gt, and we 
denote by ~±f the restriction of the trace of f on Z+. The equation we are concerned with in 
this paper is the following Vlasov equation: 
0/  
AEf=~-+v-V~f+E-Vvf=0,  (x,v) eO,  te[0 ,T] ,  (1) 
f(~, v, 0) = ~(~, v), (~, ~) e o, 
together with boundary conditions of the form 
7-f(t)=KT+f(t), V(x,v) e E_, Yte(O,T). (2) 
This equation describes the evolution of the distribution function of a cloud of particles confined 
in the domain gt. v E R g is the velocity of the particles, E(x) is the electric field which satisfies 
1,1 (H0) E(x) is given, time-independent, and belongs to WIo c (D) n L~(gt). 
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The expression and properties of the operator K depend on the model we choose for the reflexion, 
absorption, and emission of particles. This note is concerned with the case of diffusive refiexion 
by the boundary, which gives rise to the following expression: 
f~ k(x, v', v)~(x, v')n(x). V(x,v) g(~)(x ,  v) = ,~N,~(,).~,>0 i/ dv I, Z_. 
Prom physical considerations, the kernel (or cross-section) k(x, v', v) has to satisfy: 
(H1) positivity: k(x,v', v) > 0; 
(H2) mass conservation: f,~(,).~<0 k(x,v',v)ln(x) "vl dv = 1, for n(x). v' > O. 
One usually also adds the following hypothesis, which ensures the existence of a thermodynamical 
equilibrium: 
(H3) there exists a Maxwellian distribution M(x, v) satisfying KM = M. 
The Maxwellian distribution reads M(x,v) = (1/2~r{9 2) exp(-Ivl2/2{~), where e(x) is the tem- 
perature of the boundary. This last hypothesis is actually a consequence of (H2) when the 
following detailed balance principle (or reciprocity relation) holds: 
k(x, -v,  -v ')M(x,  v) = k(x, v', v)M(x, v'). (3) 
However, in this paper, we investigate the case of elastic reflexion. Therefore, from now on, we 
shall assume that the cross-section reads: 
(H3') k(x, v', v) = ko(x, v', v)5(Ivl 2 - Iv't2). 
In this context, (H3) gives rise to the following normalization condition: 
f~ ~(x,v',~)Ln(x) .~'[d,'= 1, 
(x).v'>0 
for n (z ) .  v < 0. 
In particular, KO = • holds for every function depending on thevelocity through the energy 
only, i.e., ¢ = ~(l~12). 
Under these hypotheses, we investigate in this paper the properties of equations (1),(2): 
first, we establish in Proposition 1 the existence and uniqueness of solutions for initial data 
in L I( O) fl L2( O), that satisfies "yf e L~oc([0, T] x ~, In(x). v[ dv dcrz dt). Then, in Proposition 2, 
we deduce the existence of a semigroup S(t) on LI(O), such that S(t)qo e L°°(O,T;LI(O)) is 
a weak solution of (1), and satisfies (2) in a sense that has to be precise (see Remark 2.1). 
However, we do not know whether the so-constructed solution, the trace of which belongs to 
L~oc([0, T] x E, In(x). v[ 2 dv da~ dt), is unique in the class of weak solutions in LI(O). 
Many ideas used below have been first developed by Mischler in [4,5] in the case of specular and 
Maxwellian reflexion on the boundary. We refer to these papers for reference about the Vlasov 
equation and boundary conditions. We also stress the fact that the proof of Proposition 1 can 
be adapted in order to provide the uniqueness of the solution in [2]. 
The main tool that will be used throughout this note is the so-called Darroz6s-Guiraud in- 
equality [3], which reads, under the general framework of (H1)-(H3): for all convex nonnegative 
functions t3 E C o ([~), 
(4) 
with equality for fl(y) = y (this is the expression of the flux conservation). 
As a consequence, any function f satisfying boundary conditions (2) satisfies (at least formally) 
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In the next section, we state our main results, the proofs of which are detailed in Sections 3 
and 4. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
From now on, we assume that (H0)-(H3) and (H3') hold. We also assume that n(x) can be 
extended to ]~N in a regular way (such that n(x) E Wzlo'~(RN)). For technical purposes, it is 
convenient to decompose the velocity set R N as R+ × S N-1 by writing v = Iris, where w is the 
angular velocity. With these notations, the operator K reads 
K(~)(x,v)= f ko(x, lvl,w',~)~(x, lvlJ) lvln(x).w'd~' , V (x,v) ~ r~_, (5) 
Jn (x).~'>o 
and the normalization condition yields 
L ko(x,u,~',~)1n(x ) .v ' ld J= 1. 
(z).,/>0 
Let us also rewrite the Darroz~s-Guiraud inequality (4) in this case: for all convex nonnegative 
functions/~ E C°(~), 
(x).~<0 (x).~>0 
In particular, with fl(y) = yP, we deduce 
HK(~)IIL~(Z_) _< liCItLy(Z+), Vp < +~.  
REMARK 2.1. From Theorem 1 in [4], for any function f E L~(0, T; LPoo(O)) solution of (1), we 
can define its trace 7f,  which belongs to L~oc([0,T] x E, (n(x). v) 2 dvda~ dt). However, we need 
more integrability in order to give sense to (2). In view of (6), K(x, IvI) is a bounded operator 
on LI(SN-1),  for any x, Ivl E 0~ x R +. Therefore, KT+ f is well defined (and (2) has a meaning) 
as soon as "yf e L~oc([0, T] × 0fi × ~+;LI(SN-1); In(x). v I dvdax dr). , 
The first result we are aiming at is the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. For all initial data ~ c L 1 (0) N L 2 (0), there exists a unique solution f(x, v, t) 
of (1),(2) in L°°(O, T; L I( O) n L2( O) ) satisfying "yf e L 1 (0, T; L~oo (E, In(x). v I dv &r~) . 
Moreover, we have 
II/(t)llL~(O) < II~llL,(o) (7) 
(with equality if ~ > 0), and t'or all U compact subset of O, 
fT  f b ' f l ln ( ' ) .v ldvd . .d t  < Cu (1 + IIEII,-(,.)+ 
do Ju nE 
This first result defines a semigroup S(t) on L~(O)n L2(O), which satisfies liS(t)IIL(L'(o)) --< 1. 
LI(O) A L2(O) being a dense subset of LI(O), there exists a unique extension S(t) : LI(O) --~ 
LI(O). However, in Proposition 1, we control the L~oo-norm of the trace by the L2-norm of the 
initial data, and we shall therefore need further estimates in order to take the limit in (2). To 
that purpose, we introduce the following hypothesis. 
(H4) For all compact set U C 0~ × ]~+, there exists a constant 13u > 0, such that 
L ko(x,u,w',w)(n(x).w)2dw>_j3v, V(x,u) eU, w'.n(x)>O. 
(x).,~<0 
This so-called 'spreading condition', which can also be written K* in(x), w t >/3v, is often used to 
get control on the trace. It is satisfied in particular when k0 is bounded by below by a Maxwellian 
distribution. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Assume (HO)-(H4). For any initial data ~ • LI(O), there exists a function 
f(t) = S(t)~ • L°~(O, T; L~(O)), solution of (1) which satisfies 
Ils(t)~llL~(O) <-II~llL~(O)- 
Moreover, its trace is such that 7+S(t)~ • LI([0,T] x V x sN-~;ln(z).vldvda~dt) for a11 
compact subset V o f0a  x R. +, and satisfies (2). 
REMARK 2.2. Both Propositions 1 and 2 may be generalized to a boundary condition which is 
a convex combination of an elastic-diffusive r flexion and a local reflexion (specular eflexion for 
instance). I 
3. PROOF OF  PROPOSIT ION 1 
UNIQUENESS. Let f be a solution satisfying flt=o • LI(O), and "),f • LI(0, T; L~oc(In(x)" 
v] dv dax)). First of all, it has been proved in [4, Theorem 1] that such a solution actually 
belongs to C°(0,T; L~o¢((-9)). From [4], we also know that f(t) is a renormalized solution of the 
Vlasov equation (1): for all f~ • Wrlo'~(R), we have 
hEft( f)  = 0 and 3q3(f) =/3(~,f). 
We define a sequence of smooth convex and nonnegative functions f~ as follows: fl~(y) = lYl - e 
for lyl -- 2E and Z~(Y) = Y2/(4~) for lyl -< 2~. We also introduce XR(X, Ivl) = X(x/R, Ivl/R), 
with x a smooth function satisfying 0 <_ X <-- 1, X = 1 on B1 x [0, 1], and supp XR C B2 x [0, 2] 
(where Br denotes the ball of radius r, center at the origin in RN). Then the Green formula 
leads to 
/3~(f)xR dv dz = fit(f)AEXn dv dz ds 
0 
Since XR does not depend on the angular velocity co, Pubini's theorem and (6) yield 
[[ 
[ Jo  0 
with equality if f >_ 0. We deduce (7) by taking successively the limits s ~ 0 and R ~ ~ (see [4] 
for details). The uniqueness follows by standard argument. I 
EXISTENCE. Let now T be in LI(O) A L2(O). In order to prove the existence of a solution, we 
first assume that T is positive (for the general function, we decompose into positive and negative 
parts), and we define a sequence (fn)~e~ of solutions of the Vlasov equation (1) in L2(O), with 
initial data ~, and the following boundary conditions: 
7 - f0  = 0, 3'-fn = K~/+fn-1, Yn >_ 1. 
Such a sequence is well defined since ")'+fn-1, and therefore, K'y+f,- i  lies in L2(E_) for all n _> 1 
(see [7]). 
Thanks to the monotonicity of the operator K and the maximum principle for the transport 
equation, it is easy to check that the sequence (f~),~cN is nondecreasing. We deduce that for all 
convex functions ~ such that fl is nondecreasing on l~ +, we have 
/~_~(~_f,~)l~(x). ~1~ = £_Z(K~+f~-~)l~(~).,Id~d~ 
[_ fl(7+f~_l)ln(x), v I dv dqx (8) <_ 
d~ + 
<_/'_ ~(3,+fn)ln(x). vldv&rx. 
I 
dE + 
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The first inequality is a consequence of the Darroz~s-Guiraud inequality (6), and the second one 
a consequence of the monotonicity of the sequence. Now, multiplying (1) by fn and integrating, 
the Green formula yields 
[ic~ If~l~ dv dx] : = - Lt S~. (Tf~)2(n(x) " v) dv d~ds' 
and (8) with ~(y) = y2 implies 
IIA(t)IIL~(o) _< II~IIL:(o). (9) 
The similar L 1 estimate is obtained by proceeding as in the proof of the uniqueness, using 
inequality (8). 
It remains to show that we can control the trace, at least locally. Let U be a compact subset 
of (9, and let ¢(x, [vl) be a compactly supported function on (.9 such that ¢ = 1 on U. In the 
spirit of [4], we multiply (1) by (n(x). V)fn¢(X, Iv[); using (9), it yields 
L (T f~)21n(x)  • vl~¢(~, Ivl) dv d~ dt <_ Cu (1 + + tlV~llL~(u:)) I1~11~(o), IIEII~-(~:) 
nu 
and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality implies 
T L Su~>~l'::'ll"(~)'~ldvd<'~dt<-C~:(l+llEIl~'<~:')+llV~nll~-<'))ii'll:li'<°)" 
These estimates allow us to pass to the limit n goes to infinity, and conclude the proof of Propo- 
sition 1. I 
4. PROOF OF  PROPOSIT ION 2 
The main issue in the proof of Proposition 2 is concerned with boundary condition (2): let ~o be 
in L 1 (O), and ~on E L 1 (0)nL2(O) be a sequence of function such that ~n --+ ~ in L 1 ((9). Assume 
moreover, as in the previous ection, that ~o and ~ are nonnegative. Thanks to Proposition 1, 
the sequence fn = S(t)~On strongly converges in L1(0) toward f(t) = S(t)~o. Moreover, 7fn E 
LI(O,T;L~o~(in(x). v[ dvdax)) and 7f~ satisfies (2). It remains to prove that we can take the 
limit in (2). 
First of all, multiplying (1) by (n(x). v)¢(x, Iv[) for some compactly supported function ¢, we 
prove (as in the proof of Proposition 1) that, for all U compact subsets of CO, we have 
F f I~AI(n(x)"v)2dvd~,dt _< C~ (1 + IIEIIL=m=)+ IIV~nllL::mo))II~IIL'(o), 
.#0 dU nE 
and therefore, ~f  E L~oo([0, T] x S, In(z)" vl 2 dvd~x dr). As discussed previously, this is not 
enough to take the limit in (2); however, thanks to (H4), we are going to derive another a pr io r i  
estimate. Let now V be a compact subset of 0fl x ~+, from (2) and the previous estimate, we 
get 
L T f~y×s"-,)n~_ IK~t+Al(n(x) "v)~dvda=dt <-Cvll~.llL,(O), 
for some constant Cv. Hence, 7f -  being nonnegative and using Fubini's theorem, we have 
T 
L iv ~:+Sn@')ln(x)'v'llvl~ L k°(J'~o)(n(x)~o)~d~oav'n<~at<cvIl~°"ll:"'(°) 
nE+ (~)-w<0 
Noticing that Ivl 2 is bounded by below on V, it follows from (H4) that 
LT/(vxS~C-~)n~.+ Cv "y+ fn(~:') I'@)" "'1 dv' d<,~ dt < ~  II~llL~(O>. 
We deduce that "Y+fn strongly converges to ff+f in L 1 ([0~ T] x V x S N-l, In(x). vl dv der~ dt) for 
all compact subsets V of ¢9fl x R. + (and so does 7-f,~ thanks to (2)), and, in view of Remark 2.1, 
this is enough to give sense to KT+f,  and pass to the limit in (2). I 
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